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CBRNE-Terrorism Newsletter is:

 Read by First Responders in more than 80 countries around
the globe;

 Distributed to more than 700 institutions, organizations,
state agencies, think tanks, defense companies, institutions
and universities.
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Editorial
BG (ret’d) Ioannis Galatas, MD, MA, MC

Editor-in-Chief
CBRNE-Terrorism Newsletter

INSTEAD OF EDITORIAL

Who dares, does not always win!
Editor’s adventure in the Unites States of America

Throughout our lives as professionals we might find ourselves in the position of looking for a new job or
career shift. There are many reasons for doing so – to name a few: downsizing of a company, firing,
national financial crisis, government shutdown, low salary, bigger expectations, improvement of quality
of life, unexpected life situations requiring higher family budgets etc.

The process of doing so could be either by word of mouth, advertisements/postings on mass
media/press (public and specialized), companies’ websites, online professional networks (e.g. LinkedIn)
and social networks (e.g. Facebook or Twitter), or professional headhunting firms (generic or
specialized).

Some postings offer direct communication with future employers while others require an
intermediate step of a recruiter. In almost all cases – due to supposed high volumes of applications –
the applicant is contacted only if selected for the final stage. Although this is not very pleasant for the
applicant this is a procedure that is logical especially for job openings related to jobs with high pay
scale.

It is almost impossible to accurately evaluate the level of professionalism of companies or
individuals offering job opportunities. Some are doing that to expand their clientele usually without
response following contact via the email provided; others reply only once to inform that they have
received applicant’s resume and other documents or credentials required without follow-up; a third
category might go a step further requiring some clarifications and then either disappear or keep on
providing totally unrelated job offers. A fourth category relates to recruiters that use online professional
networks usually via specialized groups (e.g. “jobs for specialized X professionals”). In these groups
members provide extended details of their resume and activity that might provide better information
regarding a future collaboration. But on the Internet one can write anything he/she likes without any
penalty or prosecution or other corrective measures. Basically you are who you say you are!

Finally a way of approaching a potential employer is to ask directly one or more of your
“contacts” if they have a job opening – although “good jobs” usually circulate in very close circles and
between persons who know each other or worked together or in parallel.

A common motive replicated in many of the online job offering websites is the emphasis on
“we care” or “we will answer all applications” or “we do not do what others do” – exactly the opposite
that is happening in real life. Even those that require a fee for services – usually affordable – behave the
same way. Most probably because international applicants will not have the time or the money to
demand their money back or proceed to legal actions. Who will do that for 50 or 80 Euro deposited to a
company located thousands of miles away? Of course if you multiply this small amount of money by 100
or 1000 then recruiting is quite profitable – but not for the applicant.

Based on the above one realizes that looking for a job or a career shift is as difficult to find as
there are limited reliable professionals to ask for these. If applicant does not have the
luxury of time or if life decided to play one of its usual unpleasant games then he or she
might be involved in awkward adventures. Life is not shed with rose petals – we all know
that! But the damage caused if involved in a situation of this kind is multilevel and beyond
anticipated financial gains.
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Case study
For the last two years I have been looking for a job abroad. My key reasoning for this was the fact that I
recently resigned from the military after 35 years in service in order to do something on my own and
replace “a good job” with a “a job I would like to do” – no further explanation if you cannot recognize the
difference.

Back in 2010 this was a good idea (risk assessment based on medical profession, medical
specialization, CBRNE and intelligence asymmetric threat’s analysis backgrounds) but life had (as
usual) a different opinion! An urban wildfire attack against our property and ongoing financial crisis in
Greece proved mighty opponents to fight against and the only solution was to look for a new job abroad
in combination with a career shift. In that respect I tried almost everything described above without luck.
Basically I was European (EU) and a slightly UAE/Qatar oriented due to the proximity of these countries
to Greece and I had an ability to work there with no restrictions (i.e. “green card”).

Then one day in July 2013, I got an email from one of my LinkedIn contacts – a company with
a name referring to a Greek mythology goddess based in Houston, TX, USA. It was a nice

surprise since until then the USA was out of my searching range for the reasons mentioned
above. The woman CEO and Board Member of this company was offering me a very

attractive (for my needs) three digit contract, the position of Executive Director, the ability
to relocate to USA and possibility to become a partner if I wanted to (for $100.000). She
studied my profile in LinkedIn, visited my Newsletter’s website and my web resume with
all my activities, presentations, videos etc. and decided that I was the one that her
company was looking for. My duties in the new company were mostly CBRNE related –
risk and vulnerability assessment, gap analysis and risk mitigation.

I accepted the proposal, I got the draft of the contract and although I did not
get all the answers to my repeated questioning on certain issues (contract details,
partnership, legal status for alien employees) I started “working” online for the company
providing a number of specialized presentations for certain “big contracts” in three Latin
America countries that were in the last stages of finalization and some local projects (on

schools’ and church’s risk assessment). My future employer was also kind enough to provide hospitality
in her big house during my acclimatization period and assistance with my immigration issues in
cooperation with company’s lawyers.

I did my own research online but little info was available – rather common regarding risk
mitigation and assessment companies and confidentiality accompanying their activities, projects and
clients. I found the company was in good standing; I studied her resume and other websites presented
in her LinkedIn profile; I located company’s offices in a very central area of the town’s center (North of
Houston) via Google Maps and Google Earth; with a similar methodology I located her residence in a
nice suburb very close to offices and I got connected with other employees of the company in LinkedIn.

Another reasoning besides my financial cornering was the fact that in September I was about
to travel to Brazil as a keynote speaker to the 8th Bio-Safety Congress organized in Salvador. My
approach was kind of simplistic: Houston was only a few hours fly from Brazil, why not? Besides that,
the US was the key absolute ground to which I was unable to do in Greece (a country where the famous
quote “it will not happen to us!” prevails) or even in Europe or the Gulf Area.

In that respect I decided to “dare” in
order to “win”! On September 26th I arrived at
George Bush International Airport in Houston,
TX and met my future employer waiting for me
in person.

I always say and write that the
“unexpected always happens!” Only that this
time the “unexpected happened to me!” I
stayed in Houston for 19 days full of
unpleasant surprises on a daily
basis.

To make a long story
short: the company was virtual;

there were no offices; there were no employees; her beautiful house was empty of
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furniture (I was sleeping in an inflatable mattress on the floor); no Internet but a hot-spot that was closed
down five days earlier due to a
lack of money; no promised
laptop to work in my spare time
(certain computer parts were
kindly provided by one of her
“major partners”); my ticket from
Brazil to Houston was paid from
another person unrelated to the
supposed company; no money in
the pocket for daily expenses
(totally dependent from separated
husband); no contracts in final
stage (as verified by the people I
met under the title of major “partners” or “investors”); no ability for me to legally work in the US (missed
the deadline for H1B Visa for 2013; had to apply in April 2014 for October 2014 given the defined
number of that kind of visas; had to pay $7000 for application for National Interest Waiver program); no
ability for her to travel abroad and come back in the US due to her own status/visa (gained via a family
relocation national lottery some decades ago issued in a nearby island) while the big conference in
which I was about to participate at as keynote speaker on Sept 27th was “transferred” to Nov 11th to
help attract more participants. Finally the last surprise was that we had to move to a new house
because the Greek owner was a man who had no tolerance towards a single minority woman with two
little children (the fact that she was also two rents behind was not considered as serious) and he went to
court that upheld a decision in his favor to state that we had to move out by Oct 14th. Jobless already
with imminent danger to become homeless as well in a foreign country a couple thousand miles away
from Athens! The latter problem was drastically solved – instead of paying rent to a new (small)
apartment able to support she bought two (2) houses. One for her parents living in another state and
one (in final stage of construction) for her own family! This action miraculously cured my own Stockholm
syndrome and on Oct 14th I “escaped” Houston with the help of a new friend (the one that paid my ticket
from Brazil and gave me the computer parts) and I took the first flight available to Athens (with his
expenses). At least here I will face my own asymmetry instead of dealing with totally unknown new
emerging threats (professionals’ trafficking)!

We have all read related fraud cases and modus operandi of those involved. Her method was
simple – a repeated pattern enriched with a cataract of skills, names, key-words and collaborations
adapted to the background of the person she was connected to. But this simple method was working
very well as I was about to find out after introducing me to various people she was about to get funded
from or do business with – lawyers, business planners, entrepreneurs, church pastors and school
officials.

I do not intend to press charges against that woman – although I would love that very much;
simply I cannot afford it. I just hope that one day Texas’ authorities will do that and remove this
ungrateful individual from their environment.

Most of you that you take the time to read this adventure of mine most probably will forget all
about it in a few days. But if you are in the security business – especially in Houston area – please take
a note in case you are approached by this phantom company in the near future. It happened to me; it
might happen to you as well – because “the unexpected always happens”!

Recommendations
Although I failed in my personal risk assessment I would like to recommend the following addressing
colleagues that might be tempted to follow in my shoes:
 Even if you are desperate and cornered take “dare” decisions only for jobs located very close

to your current residency!
 Abort the (human) habit to give easy answers to all your future job’s related

questions. Your desire might overcome logic!
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 Always have your escape Plan B (maps, taxis/buses, hotels, airports, car rental, national
embassy/consulate etc) printed and at hand. Too much dependence on the Internet might get
you into trouble!

 Do not be curious about how far the fraud will go. This might put you into troubles as well!
 Do not be afraid to let others know about your case. Your “face” towards your own family,

parents, friends and colleagues has already been lost;
regaining it might take time and there is no reassurance
that outcome would be successful. But you might help
others to be more careful – both job seekers but also
employers that might be trapped or lose money by doing
business with these people.

 Companies providing jobs: isolate those in your profession
who are indifferent to the sacred value of work; create
black lists and communicate findings to others in the same
line of work; adopt a more human approach towards those
who ask your assistance; refine your spectrum of expertise.
Keep in mind that your profession is more important than
an ordinary job. You help others to keep on working!

 There are a lot of you who are either out of work or on the
verge or at risk etc. It’s time to clean up our industry and
look for all employers in the niche industry of Risk,
Compliance, Resilience, Security, CBRN etc to self
regulate and for portals such as DRJ, Continuity Central etc
to show BIOs and qualify the people who want to advertise
in here. What we do not want to see anymore is these
companies getting the chance to post "phantom job" that do not exist and are used to build up
contact lists, to make postings with no definition of salary. Some list page after page of what
they want from you (10 years exp, MBA, industry qualifications etc etc etc) and then fail to list
what they are offering in reward for successful candidates. It’s time for all people wanting to
benefit from payment from these people advertising on the USA and UK job portals like those
listed above to self regulate and come up with a professional process that respects the
professionalism and integrity of our industries membership.
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If case study rang a bell to some of you (especially those in Houston, TX), you can contact me
directly (igalatas@yahoo.com) for the name and contact details of the company indirectly
described herein and/or a full timeline and photos of my adventure in the US.


